Redgrave Neighbourhood Plan
Working Forum
Meeting on 3 June 2019 in the Green Hut at 7.00 pm
Present: Helen, Mitch, Brian, Jon, Charley, Mike, Shirley, Kate, Chris, John, Pam, George,
Ann, Tony, Janet
Apologies: Jamie, Jenny, Stephen, Liam
Agenda Items
1.

Charley welcomed all members of the Working Forum and Steering Group
to the meeting.

2.

Charley presented Monty Huckle, the winner of the logo competition, with
a certificate and voucher and congratulated him on his winning logo which
will now be put on all correspondence and documents.

3.

Charley updated the Forum with all that the Steering Group have been
doing. They have studied many Village Plans. They have met with three
consultants and have decided to employ Andrea Long who has worked in
local government, has experience with many Neighbourhood Plans and is
reasonably priced. She does not believe in mountains of paperwork and is
well used to ‘planning speak’ which should serve us well. Andrea is
attending a meeting of the Steering Group on 5 June to look at the
documents produced so far and to offer suggestions and advice on the way
forward.

4.

A draft Neighbourhood Plan leaflet, to be distributed with the Parish
magazine, has been produced. The purpose of the leaflet is to explain to
villagers what the Neighbourhood Plan is about and to try to engage the
whole village to make sure they realise how important their opinions are.
This will be produced in colour to make more of an impact. All members
of the Working Forum were asked to look at the leaflet and come up with
a better format as well as offering suggestions and/or amendments to
make it more punchy. Many were concerned that it should emphasise the
time-scale of the Plan i.e. looking forward up to 20 years ahead.
Jon will write an article for the Parish magazine explaining the purpose of
the Neighbourhood Plan.
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5.

Call For Sites – Charley and Jon talked to Llanover about village
development. They are keen to be part of the discussion group – they are
sending maps outlining which areas they own and will give ideas on what
they would see as acceptable.
Sites are generally areas where 5+ houses could be developed. Windfall
sites (single house infill) are not applicable. The contacting of landowners
will be discussed with Andrea (consultant). The Call for Sites will include
areas for green spaces, trees, heritage sites, solar panels, wind pumps
etc.

5.

Kate and Brian have volunteered to lead the Questionnaire which will be
Kate
delivered to every person in the village. They have invited all members to Brian
become involved in this and they will form a working group. Help will also
be needed from the Working Forum for the delivery. The whole group
were aked to read the Questionnaire and offer suggestions.

6.

A major challenge will be the involvement of younger members of the
village. It was decided to hold a stall at the Shakesbeer Festival at
Starwings advertising and promoting the Plan. Help will be needed from
all to man the stall.

7.

All storage for documents is now on OneDrive. Jon has set this up and will
send a link to all members of the Working Forum.
Jon

8.

Charley asked for opinions on how members think the Steering Group is
doing and all agreed that the Plan seemed to be moving forward nicely.
Andrea’s opinion will be invaluable.

9.

The date of the next meeting will be advised later.

All

